
Lecture 11 

November 15, 2018 
Lab 6 



News 
•  Lecture is on Tuesday next week. 
•  Labs 3 and 4 
– Handed back next week (I hope). 

•  Lab 6 (Color-Magnitude Diagram) 
– Observing on this Friday; then ends. 
•  I will email the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday groups 

telling them which data to use. 

– Email me your instrumental color-magnitude diagram 
by Wednesday, November 21 

– Entire lab due: November 29 



Color-Magnitude Diagram of an 
Open Cluster 

•  Plot stellar color versus brightness for stars in 
a cluster (a gravitationally bound group of stars 
that formed at the same time and are at the 
same distance). 
•  Determine cluster properties 
– Distance 
– Age 
– Open star cluster (and globular star clusters) have 

been our principal tools to understand stellar 
structure and evolution. 



Measuring Stellar Brightness 
•  One Method: Aperture Photometry 
– Add up signal in pixels within a circular aperture 

centered on the star. 
– Subtract the contribution from the sky, estimated 

from pixels in a surrounding annulus. 
• Need a “robust”                                                     

average sky value that                                           
removes the effect of                                                    
any stars present. 

–  (Relatively) simple. 
– How big to make the                                        

aperture? 



M34  V  7 sec  unflattened 

One field approximately centered on M34. 



M34  V  45 sec  unflattened 

One field approximately centered on M34. 



M34  V  300 sec  unflattened 

One field approximately centered on M34. 



M34  B  300 sec  unflattened 

Faint stars have less signal than in V.   



M34 2nd field  V 300 sec  unflattened 



    

•  Another method of measuring stellar brightness 
uses the shape of a stellar image – the PSF 
– For space telescopes (such as HST), the core (and 

spikes) are mostly determined by diffraction due to 
the telescope aperture.  This is less variable with time 
than seeing (though still affected by focus changes). 

Stellar “point spread function” (PSF)  
for the Space Telescope Imaging 
Spectrograph (O’Dowd & Urry 2005) 

Measuring Stellar Brightness 



Measuring Stellar Brightness 
•  PSF-fitting method: 
– Fit a functional form for the PSF plus a constant 

sky to the pixel values.  Volume under the function 
is a measure of the stellar brightness. 

– Bright pixels in the core                                     
have the highest weight in                                    
the fit è better S/N. 

– Can measure overlapping                                       
stars by simultaneously                                    
fitting two PSFs. 

– But greater complexity and                                   
higher computational cost. 



Stellar Photometry in Images 
•  Steps 
– Correction of image to a uniform, linear response. 
–  Identify and determine positions of stars. 
– Measure the brightness of each star. 
• Do the above two steps with the DAOPHOT software 

package, which searches for stars in an image and 
measures their location and brightness. 
• Will measure each image separately since combining 

images is complex when some clouds are present. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Finds stars in images and does both aperture 

and psf-fitting photometry. 
•  Run in a Unix/Linux terminal window. 
•  Command line driven programs (i.e., you type 

in commands), so are less intuitive to use. 
•  Start-up files initialize parameters. 
– daophot.opt: sets the gain, read noise, and typical 

FWHM of stars (plus other more esoteric things) 
– photo.opt: sets the aperture and sky annulus radii 
– allstar.opt: sets some parameters for the psf-fitting 

photometry 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
– Produces a number of files for each image, the 

most important of which is filename.ap, which 
contains the aperture photometry of the stars found 
in the image. 



DAOPHOT – the attach command specifies the image to measure 

DAOPHOT – the find command finds the stars in the image 

Use the default name 

cd to the directory with your processed 
images and start daophot 



Many stars found, some of 
which will turn out to be noise.  

Are given the option to alter the radii here, but you do not need to. 
Use default names 

DAOPHOT – the phot command performs aperture photometry 

ID #     X     Y             Mag     shape parameters 



ID #     X        Y          Ap Mag   unc      sky level 

DAOPHOT – pick chooses bright, unsaturated stars to determine the psf 

Pick 30 stars, regardless of 
magnitude. 



DAOPHOT – psf uses the picked stars to determine the psf.  It shows 
a simple plot of each star and you decide whether to use it or not. 

Keep using default names 



Want bright, isolated stars.  These 
are OK. 



These stars should not be used to 
determine the psf. 



DAOPHOT – exit returns to the Unix command line 

Tries six different functional forms 
for the psf and chooses the one that 
fits best.  Differences from the 
functional form are handled with a 
look-up table (so any psf shape can 
be accommodated). 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
– Produces a number of files for each image, the 

most important of which is filename.ap, which 
contains the aperture photometry of the stars found 
in the image. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
– Produces a number of files for each image, the 

most important of which is filename.ap, which 
contains the aperture photometry of the stars found 
in the image. 

•  Allstar program takes the list of stars with 
aperture photometry and measures 
brightnesses using psf-fitting photometry. 



ALLSTAR – does the psf-fitting photometry 

(are given the option to change parameters here, but this is unnecessary) 

Use the default input and output 
filenames. 



ALLSTAR fits all of the stars in the image 
simultaneously, so overlapping stars are 
handled correctly (assuming that both stars 
are in the input list).  The solution is done 
iteratively. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
•  Allstar program takes the list of stars with 

aperture photometry and measures 
brightnesses using psf-fitting photometry. 
– Produces the file filename.als with the photometry. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
•  Allstar program takes the list of stars with 

aperture photometry and measures 
brightnesses using psf-fitting photometry. 
– Produces the file filename.als with the photometry. 
– Also produces filenames.fits, which is the original 

image with the fitted psf’s subtracted. 



Original 7-second, V-band image 



Image with the fitted psf’s subtracted – produced by Allstar 



Long exposure, V-band image 



Fitted psf’s subtracted.  Note saturated stars are not fitted. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
•  Allstar program takes the list of stars with 

aperture photometry and measures 
brightnesses using psf-fitting photometry. 
•  Daomatch and Daomaster programs handle the 

job of combining output from multiple images. 
– First combine all exposure times from both fields 

for each filter separately. 



daomatch begins the process of matching stars in the ALLSTAR 
output files for each image 



Keep entering files until have done all of them for a given filter (V or B) 



daomaster finishes the job of matching the stars in the “als” files. 

Keep stars that appear in one or 
more images (so should answer 
first input with 1,0.16,1). 

Actually use 2 here. 



Answer y to this question and use 
and output filename of, for 
example, m34v.mag or m34b.mag. 
 
Answer no to the rest of the 
questions. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daophot program finds stars in images and 

does aperture photometry. 
•  Allstar program takes the list of stars with 

aperture photometry and measures 
brightnesses using psf-fitting photometry. 
•  Daomatch and Daomaster programs handle the 

job of combining output from multiple images. 
– First combine all exposure times from both fields 

for each filter separately. 
– Then combine the combined V and B photometry 

into a file that keeps both instrumental magnitudes. 



Answer n to the above questions 
and y to this one.  Use an output 
filename like m34bv.raw. 
 
Answer no to the rest of the 
questions. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Daomatch and Daomaster programs handle the 

job of combining output from multiple images. 
– First combine all exposure times from both fields 

for each filter separately. 
– Then combine the combined V and B photometry 

into a file that keeps both instrumental magnitudes. 



DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR Package 
•  Read the m34bv.raw (or whatever) file into 

excel (or your other favorite data-manipulation 
language). 
– Compute a column that is b-v. 
– Plot v vs b-v.  (Remember to make the axes go the 

right way and include uncertainties on the points.) 



M34 instrumental (v, b-v) color-magnitude diagram.         1,235 stars 


